
Retrofit . . .  

McQuay 063 Centrifugal   

Installed MCS Industrial Control Panel, 

Hanbell RC2-830B screw compressor  

Corporate Woods Complex 



Problem . . .  

Multi-tenant Office Complex with a McQuay 063 single 

compressor chiller that had been converted from R12 to 

134A years earlier. It started having oil pressure problems. 

The compressor had a catastrophic failure. It was not going 

to be cost effective to repair this compressor due to the 

damage done to the internal parts of the compressor. 



Testing Complete, now what . . .  
The machine had recently undergone Eddy Current testing, and the tubes 

and barrels were in good shape. We have already removed the compressor 

as seen here. 
How do we get this machine operational 

again without removing the machine from 

the building?  



Project Challenges 

Component upgrade VS. Chiller replacement, 

 

1. Replacement of chiller would have required major penthouse 

demolition 

2. Compressor and separator will fit through the penthouse door 

3. VFD can be added to this compressor to increase energy 

savings and can be budgeted for future installation, decreasing 

project cost. 

4. Re-use existing refrigerant filtered on site, further lowering 

expense 

5. Compressor has factory warranty when purchased with controls 

6. New chiller is a good option, more initial cost which customer is 

trying to avoid 

7. It would offer warranty and new components, added expense to 

remove and install. 

 



Best approach . . .  
After discussing the situation, we approached MCS, and we decided the best 

option was to install a Hanbell screw compressor, oil separator,  EXV, and 

controls on the existing machine, while using the existing starters to keep within 

the calendar year’s budget restriction. 

Machine seen here with existing starters 

and control panel in place 



Old Compressor removed . . .  



Existing TXV . . .  



Existing Panels . . .  



Existing WYE-DELTA Starter . . .  
Existing WYE-DELTA starter to be reused with the intention of installing 

a future VFD 



Remove original McQuay controls . . .  



Hanbell RC830B being installed . . .  



Hanbell RC830B positioned on chiller . . .  



After consultation with MCS, They sized the proper separator. The Compressor, oil 

separator and mountings installed 

Consulting . . .  







Suction Piping Installed . . .  







Replacement MCS Control Panel installed. . .  



Discharge piping and 

associated oil  

return piping  installed 

Piping being installed . . .  





MCS Graphics running on Touchscreen . . .  



Existing motor starter installed back onto the machine. 

Started up and running . . .  



Back to 200 tons capacity . . .  
When the machine was retrofit originally it was derated from 200 tons to 140. 

We were able to put the machine back to the full 200 tons capacity.  We were 

also able to reduce the refrigerant charge in the process.  



Project  Outcome 

1. Chiller now back to full capacity. 

2. Machine has been running for 2 seasons now. 

3.  Now the primary machine for the building. 

4.  Increased reliability. 

5.  Leaks reduced. 

6.  Customer now very confident with their choice on this project. 

7.  They plan to retrofit the other machine in the building. 

8. DMI strengthened customer confidence allowing for future 

service work.  

   

 




